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ABSTRACT

LITpro is a software for fitting models on data obtained from various stellar optical interferometers, like the VLTI. As a baseline, for modeling the object, it provides a set of elementary geometrical and center-to-limb darkening functions, all combinable together. But it is also designed to make very easy the implementation of more specific models with their own parameters, to be able to use models closer to astrophysical considerations. So LITpro only requires the modeling functions to compute the Fourier transform of the object at given spatial frequencies, and wavelengths and time if needed. From this, LITpro computes all the necessary quantities as needed (e.g. visibilities, spectral energy distribution, partial derivatives of the model, map of the object model). The fitting engine, especially designed for this kind of optimization, is based on a modified Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm and has been successfully tested on real data in a prototype version. It includes a Trust Region Method, minimizing a heterogeneous non-linear and non-convex criterion and allows the user to set boundaries on free parameters. From a robust local minimization algorithm and a starting points strategy, a global optimization solution is effectively achieved. Tools have been developed to help users to find the global minimum. LITpro is also designed for performing fitting on heterogeneous data. It will be shown, on an example, how it fits simultaneously interferometric data and spectral energy distribution, with some benefits on the reliability of the solution and a better estimation of errors and correlations on the parameters. That is indeed necessary since present interferometric data are generally multi-wavelengths.
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1. INTRODUCTION

To fully exploit the scientific potential of existing interferometers, like the VLTI, astronomers have two types of data processing: image reconstruction and model fitting. Image reconstruction is applicable when interferometric measurements come from many different baselines, typically more than one hundred. This process relies on constraints (positivity, smoothness, etc.). The reconstructed image may be objective, but assumption may be made on a specific shape of the object too, like for example a radial symmetry.

Such a large number of measurements is not yet easily accessible in optical interferometry. When the number of measurements is sparse, i.e. for a poor uv-coverage, it becomes necessary to rely on assumptions on the shape of the object, with a limited number of free parameters: that is the domain of the model fitting.

Like image reconstruction, we may consider model fitting as an inverse problem, but with fewer degrees of freedom. We suppose that we know a direct model to compute simulated data from the parameters of a model of the object and if necessary, from a description of the interferometer during the observations. In the interferometric case, the model of data is complex and non-linear. Inverting means seeking a set of free parameters that allows us to fit the real data with the simulated ones: this is the function of the fitting process. It minimizes the distance between simulated and real data, the
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so-called residuals, by using an iterative process, and finally provides the values of the adjusted parameters with various useful informations like standard deviations of the parameters, their correlation and covariance matrices, confidence level, etc. Formally, those parameters maximize the likelihood, i.e. the probability of having observed the data given the current model. Since the covariances of the data are not estimated and stored in current data files,\(^1\) we assume that data are independent random gaussian variables. Thus maximizing the likelihood is equivalent to minimize a chi-square function which is the sum of \(N_d\) squared weighted residuals, \(r_i\), where \(N_d\) is the number of data and the weighting is related to the standard deviation of the data, \(\sigma_i\):

\[
\chi^2(p) = \sum_{i=1}^{N_d} \left( \frac{r_i(p)}{\sigma_i} \right)^2.
\]

The residuals are generally computed as a difference between real and simulated data values, \(r_i(p) = d_i - m_i(p)\), but other expressions may be used, mainly for the phase of complex interferometric data.\(^2\) The main difficulty of model fitting is precisely the minimization of \(\chi^2(p)\), a non-convex criterion that exhibits many local minima in the space of parameters, \(p\).

LITpro, for "Lyon Interferometric Tool prototype", is a model fitting software among others. Its particularity is to be designed to allow easy use and enrichment, in order to be useful both to astronomers with no particular expertise in optical interferometry and to more advanced users for more pioneering work. Thus, LITpro aims both to make the most of available facilities and, for instance to study new methods for leading the user to the best global minimum. Conceived and developed up-to-now in Lyon and implemented in Yorick\(^3\), it is now tested by a group within the JMMC\(^4\) research group, until its first public release by the end of this year. A powerful Graphic User Interface (GUI) in JAVA is also under development at Grenoble Observatory.

LITpro has been already described.\(^3\) So, we just recall in Section 2 its main features. In Section 3, we show how the software is able to fit simultaneously interferometric data and spectral energy distribution (SED), using a specific chromatic model function.\(^4\)

2. DESCRIPTION OF LITPRO

2.1 Main Requirements

Essentially two main requirements have driven the design of LITpro.

The first request was to build a very flexible tool meeting opposite needs, i.e. both accessible to astronomers with no particular expertise in optical interferometry, but still useful for experts who wanted to address specific problems or to experiment new ideas. As a consequence, LITpro has an "expert" layer built upon a high level language, Yorick, to allow easy modifications and adds in the software. However, for a better accessibility, a GUI exposes parts of the functionalities in a simple way for the "non-expert" user. This combination allows the GUI to benefit from new possibilities once they are validated in the "expert" layer. So LITpro is by definition continuously evolving and is a place to gather and share experiences from various users.

The second request was to make the implementation of new models of objects as simple as possible. So the only needed output of the modeling functions is the Fourier Transform of the brightness distribution of the object at given coordinates (spatial frequencies, wavelengths and time). For example, to make the implementation of new modeling functions even simpler, coordinates or parameters are recognized by their names, so they can be given in any order in the list of arguments. The software computes all the necessary quantities (e.g. simulated data, images, SED) only from the returned Fourier Transform.

These requirements have implications in the different parts of the software that we summarize in the next sections.

\(^1\)Yorick is a free cross-platform data processing language written by D. Munro and available at http://sourceforge.net/projects/yorick/.

\(^2\)The web-site of the Jean-Marie Mariotti Center is http://www.jmmc.fr
2.2 Data Fitting

Architecture of the code allows various fitting algorithms to be implemented and selected, at least for experimenting new algorithms. Indeed, reliable and efficient ways to find the global minimum among numerous local minima is one major difficulty of non-linear model fitting and deserves more studies.

Currently, our workhorse of the fitting process is a Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm\(^5\) combined with a Trust Region method.\(^6\) The current algorithm was improved to account for bounds on the parameters and to automatically compute partial derivatives of the model by finite differences, since the user is not requested to provide any function for their computation.

At the end of the procedure, final reduced chi-square (i.e., chi-square divided by the number of degrees of freedom), standard deviations, covariance and correlation matrices allow the user to evaluate the reliability of his model. With the information given by the matrices, he can assess cross-dependencies between the parameters. Degenerate parameters are automatically detected and signaled to the user.

Some parameters may be degenerated, i.e. their values cannot be determined from the data. For example, this is the case with the total energy of the object when combining several elementary functions as a weighted sum, or when the total energy of a more elaborated model depends on a complex combination of several heterogeneous parameters. In such a case, the standard deviations of these parameters cannot be determined. This problem may be complex to solve by an action on the parameters, in particular for chromatic models. When this problem appears, we solve it by constraining the total energy to unity by the addition of a residual in the expression of \(\chi^2\) (Eq. 1):

\[
\chi^2(p) = \chi^2(p) + Nd \left( \frac{\sum_j \Delta \lambda_j m(\lambda_j)}{\sum_j \Delta \lambda_j} - 1 \right)^2,
\]

where the sums are over all the bandwidths \(\Delta \lambda_j\), \(Nd\) is the number of data, and \(m(\lambda_j)\) is the value of the Fourier transform of the object at the zero spatial frequency (which is equal to the total flux) in each bandwidth. When the total energy is undetermined with the data, this additional term is zero, and the value of the \(\chi^2\) is unchanged.

2.3 Data Format

LITpro reads the data stored in the OI Exchange Format\(^1\) (OI-FITS). OI-FITS currently store interferometric data as squared visibilities (VIS2), amplitude and phase of complex visibility (VISAMP and VISPHI), amplitude and phase of bispectrum (T3AMP and T3PHI), and the corresponding errors on these quantities. LITpro re-organizes the arrays in memory, possibly after merging the data from various files, in order to simplify and speed up the forthcoming processes.

OI-FITS is now widely used in Optical stellar Interferometry but is yet limited. In particular, we need to store other quantities already measured by existing interferometers, like spectral energy distribution (SED),\(^7\,8\) or polarimetric data.\(^7\) Also, for complex visibility data, the format does not specify how these quantities have been estimated. For instance, they could be estimated from phase-referenced observations,\(^9\) or from cross-spectrum between two spectral channels, one being considered as a reference. In this latter case, the reference spectral channel can be defined in different ways.\(^8\,10\)

The knowledge of these specificities is necessary to correctly compute the simulated data when fitting.

In order to read this kind of data, LITpro now provides functions to easily import various format of data. This feature has been used for the example presented in Sec. 3.

2.4 Modeling of the object

LITpro offers elementary geometric models for the object as a library of classical functions (disc, ring, gaussian, center-to-limb darkening profiles, circular or elongated into one direction, etc) that can be combined to build up more complex shapes. The user can also easily implement its own functions.

Before launching the fit, modeling functions are linked to data files in a so-called modeling file. This can be done by filling directly this file as a form or through the GUI (see after). Several of such associations can be defined in the same modeling file in order to be fitted simultaneously. This is an asset to handle heterogeneous data like visibilities and SED, or to fit simultaneously a scientific target and its calibrator when working on raw visibilities. This latter example may be necessary to avoid the correlations introduced by the calibration of visibilities,\(^11\) which is in contradiction with the basic assumption of statistically independent measurements.
Through the *modeling file*, the actual parameters are named and associated to the arguments of the modeling functions. This is a means to use the same parameter in different functions. The user also sets the initial values of the parameters and their bounds if any, and selects the types of data to be fitted: VIS2, VISAMP, VISPHI, T3AMP, T3PHI, SED, etc.

2.5 Analysis Tools

Analysis of the results is a topic by itself and needs continuous improvements to display useful informations to the user. Currently, LITpro provides graphical tools for the user to visualize data, models, residuals, cuts in the $\chi^2$ space, etc (see Sec. 3).

A function is provided to compute the image maps from the model of the object that only outputs the Fourier transform of the object, with the proper scale and sampling.

2.6 Graphical User Interface (GUI)

Since LITpro is a Yorick software, it first requires a multi-step installation process. Once installation is done, it also requires the user to write some Yorick code to configure each of its fitting processes. The command lines are simple, as showed at the VLTI school in Goutelas, but the user needs to know Yorick language basics and LITpro Application Programming Interface (API) if he/she wants to use LITpro comprehensively. So the need of building a GUI to offer LITpro as a desktop application became obvious: easy to install, easy to use, and hence accessible by a larger community, however with limited capabilities.

To create this desktop application, the Java platform has been chosen because it eases the creation of portable, networked, graphical user interfaces. Furthermore, lots of specialized libraries are available for Java, especially in the astronomical field. If applicable, our application tries to implement standards of virtual observatory and cross-operates with compatibles applications to broaden capabilities. It shares also some code and functionalities (such as feedback report, user help, etc) with the other Java graphical applications of the JMMC.

To provide specific model-fitting computation inside the Java GUI, the scientific code is not rewritten in Java but is delegated to the existing LITpro "expert" layer. This layer has been indeed deployed on a dedicated server, to provide Model-Fitting capabilities through a webservice across the Internet. Internally, LITpro uses a hierarchical dynamic structure to store data, and model descriptions. The data format for ensuring the communication between the server and the GUI is based on Extensible Markup Language (XML). This is a natural way to store hierarchical information and is well supported under Java.

The GUI presents this XML hierarchy to the user through a main "tree" widget. The selection of any tree element shows a dedicated panel that displays details about the selected element. Each panel also drives user inputs by performing some verifications or automations. In addition to graphical help, the GUI also embeds interactive information items. Most of them are dynamically collected by querying the webservice. LITpro is able to expose its capabilities (such as the list of the object models available in its library for example) with their documentation or parameters constraints.

Once the user configuration is done thanks to all those mechanisms, the XML configuration file is transmitted to LITpro webservice. The server processes it through transformations of the Extensible Stylesheet Language (XSL) and automatically generates the Yorick code needed by LITpro as input batch files. The fit is then launched with the generated code, and the result is given back to the GUI for result browsing.

All those mechanisms allowed us to conveniently interface with the existing LITpro "expert" layer, without having to change any code. The only additional operation has been to write a function to transform LITpro internal data structure as XML files.

3. EXAMPLE OF A FIT ON HETEROGENEOUS DATA

The aim of this section is to present an example of a fit of a chromatic model on both multi-wavelength interferometric data and photometric data. For testing this LITpro capability, we have chosen to use IOTA data on RLeo, published by Perrin et al., mainly because fitting these data has been found not so easy.
3.1 Modeling Function

We consider that a model is chromatic when the value of at least one parameter modifies the simulated data at all wavelengths. This is the case for the model of a star surrounded by a thin molecular layer proposed by Perrin et al.\(^4\) The expression of the specific intensity of this model is:

\[
I_0(\lambda, \theta) = B(\lambda, T_*) \exp\left(\frac{-\tau(\lambda)}{\cos \theta}\right) + B(\lambda, T_L) \left[1 - \exp\left(\frac{-\tau(\lambda)}{\cos \theta}\right)\right], \quad \text{if } \sin \theta \leq R_*/R_L,
\]

\[
I_0(\lambda, \theta) = B(\lambda, T_L) \left[1 - \exp\left(\frac{-2\tau(\lambda)}{\cos \theta}\right)\right], \quad \text{otherwise},
\]

where \(B(\lambda, T)\) is the Planck function at wavelength \(\lambda\) and temperature \(T\), \(\theta\) is the angle, at the layer surface, between the radius of the layer and the line of sight \((\theta < \pi/2)\), \(\tau(\lambda)\) is the optical depth of the layer, \(R_*\), \(T_*\) and \(R_L\), \(T_L\), are the radii and the temperatures of the star and the layer respectively. This spherical symmetric model results from an analytical solution of the radiative transfer calculations that is possible for this simplified configuration where a thin shell is separated by an empty space from the star.

The Fourier transform of \(I_0(\lambda, \theta)\) required by LITpro is computed by the Hankel transform of this circular symmetric brightness distribution. The model has 4 parameters \((R_*, T_*, R_L, T_L)\), plus as many optical depths \(\tau_i\) as spectral channels centered on effective wavelength \(\lambda_i\). With this model, changing \(T_*\) or \(T_L\) changes the shape of the object from one wavelength to another.

3.2 Perrin et al. Approach for RLeo

The interferometric data are squared visibilities obtained at the IOTA interferometer in 4 narrow sub-bands of the K band, centered at 2.03, 2.15, 2.22, and 2.39\(\mu\)m, plotted on Fig. 1. The main difficulty for fitting these data is due to the coupling of the temperatures of the star and the layer, because the interferometric data do not constrain the total flux of the model. This is apparent on the \(\chi^2\) cut along \(T_*\) and \(T_L\) directions plotted on Fig. 2 when only the interferometric data are considered. This means that acceptable solutions could be found by setting one temperature to any arbitrary value in a large range.

The procedure reported by Perrin et al.\(^4\) for the determination of the parameters is as follows. They first sampled \(R_*\) and \(R_L\) on a 2D grid and, for each fixed values \((R_*, R_L)\) on the grid, they fitted all the other parameters starting from the
somehow arbitrary values $T_*=3000\,\text{K}$, $T_L=2000\,\text{K}$, $\tau_{2.03}=0.1$, $\tau_{2.15}=0.5$, $\tau_{2.22}=0.5$, and $\tau_{2.39}=0.1$ (see Eq. (3)). Then, the values of $R_*$ and $R_L$ were determined from the minimum in this $\chi^2$ grid.

In a second step, a similar approach aimed at the determination of the temperatures for the found radii, now fixed. $T_*$ and $T_L$ were sampled on a 2D grid, and the optical depths were fitted for each fixed values $(T_*, T_L)$ on this grid. At this step, the $\chi^2$ function for the optical depths only, appeared close to convex and led to a fast convergence towards the optimum optical depths. But the obtained map was similar to the one on Fig. 2, showing a trough which does not allow a unique determination of the temperatures.

The solution came from applying a photometric constraint. A synthetic K magnitude was determine for each $(T_*, T_L)$ in the $\chi^2$ map, and the intersection of the temperature trough (see Fig. 2) and of the photometry-compliant area yield the best set of temperatures and their uncertainties. The values of the parameters for this solution are summarized in Table 1.

A synthetic spectrum computed from the parameters fitted on the interferometric data was successfully compared to photometric data established from the measurements of Whitelock et al.\textsuperscript{12} in J, H, K and L bands, after the K band was used to determine the temperatures. The same comparison is shown on Fig. 3. The synthetic spectrum (continuous line) is computed from the parameters fitted to the interferometric data when assuming a layer optical depth of 1 at any wavelength. It is not the place here to discuss the validity of this gross simplification, nor to justify the presented modeling on an astrophysical point of view. Our aim is only to evaluate the fitting procedures themselves. On the same graph, we have also plotted (squares) the flux computed with the actual values of the optical depths fitted in the 4 K sub-bands.

3.3 Simultaneous Fit on Photometric Data

The previous fitting procedure is hardly accessible to a "non-expert" user. With LITpro, we have tested the approach to fit all the parameters together, on interferometric and photometric data simultaneously. The aim is to benefit at most from all the constraints, particularly on the temperatures. Also, this approach allows an homogeneous estimation of the standard deviations of the parameters, and to compute their full correlation matrix.

The procedure for fitting is also easier and somehow simplified as follows. The first step is to get a first estimation of the size of the object by fitting a uniform disk on the interferometric data alone. We found a radius of $18.15 \pm 0.03$
Table 1. Summary of the values of the parameters found for the different approaches: original values from Perrin et al., solution found with LITpro when fitting all the parameters altogether, and the same, but with relative photometry.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Perrin et al.</th>
<th>Simultaneous fit</th>
<th>Fit with relative photometry</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$R_\star$ (mas)</td>
<td>10.94 ± 0.85</td>
<td>11 ± 0.13</td>
<td>11 ± 0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_L$ (mas)</td>
<td>25.00 ± 0.17</td>
<td>25.4 ± 0.16</td>
<td>25.4 ± 0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_\star$ (K)</td>
<td>3856 ± 119</td>
<td>3694 ± 113</td>
<td>3778 ± 163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_L$ (K)</td>
<td>1598 ± 24</td>
<td>1613 ± 35</td>
<td>1681 ± 174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\tau_{2.03}$</td>
<td>1.19 ± 0.01</td>
<td>1 ± 0.14</td>
<td>0.9 ± 0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\tau_{2.15}$</td>
<td>0.51 ± 0.01</td>
<td>0.42 ± 0.08</td>
<td>0.36 ± 0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\tau_{2.22}$</td>
<td>0.33 ± 0.01</td>
<td>0.27 ± 0.05</td>
<td>0.23 ± 0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\tau_{2.39}$</td>
<td>1.37 ± 0.01</td>
<td>1.2 ± 0.13</td>
<td>1.08 ± 0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\gamma$</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.9 ± 0.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4. 2D cut in the $\chi^2$ space (in log scale) along $T_\star$ (abscissa) and $T_L$ (ordinate) directions, when the other parameters are set to their final values of the simultaneous fit. Contrary to Fig. 2, the temperatures now can be determined, thanks to the constraints brought by the photometric data.

Figure 5. Same as Fig. 3, but after the simultaneous fit. Taking J and H measurements into account has lessen the SED at these wavelengths.

...mas, to be used as a starting value afterward. We can notice that this value is almost twice the final value of $R_\star$ (Table 1) obtained with the full chromatic model (Eq. (3)). In the second step, we estimate the temperature of this 18 mas uniform disk considered as a blackbody by a fit on the photometric data alone. This yields $T_\star = 1540 \pm 11$K. Finally, we fit all the data with all the parameters, setting the model as a uniform disk with the previously found radius and temperature as a first guess. Thus, the initial value of the parameters are $R_\star = 18$ mas, $T_\star = T_L = 1540$K, all optical depths to zero. $R_L$ is indifferent at this step and was set arbitrarily to $2R_\star$. We have noticed that a successful fit is achieved as long as the starting value of the temperature is chosen between 1000K and 4000K or as long as the initial value of $R_L$ is between 25 and 72 mas.

The final values of the parameters are shown in the Table 1. They only slightly differ from the values of Perrin et al. We can notice that the estimation of the standard deviations of the optical depths seems to be now more realistic.

Figure 4 shows a $\chi^2$ cut along $T_\star$ and $T_L$ directions, that a minimum allows the temperatures to be directly determined at the opposite of the previous case (Fig. 2). The slight modification of the temperatures ($T_\star$ is lower and $T_L$ is higher) is driven by the fit of the photometric data in the J and H bands (Table 1).
Figure 6. 2D cut in the $\chi^2$ space (log scale) along $T_\star$ (abscissa) and $\gamma$ (ordinate) directions, when the diameter of the star is fixed to 18 mas, the value resulting from the fit of the interferometric data with a uniform disk. The map shows that the same unique minimum is reached from any starting values of the fitted parameters ($\gamma$, $T_\star$) on photometric data. The solution of this fit is then used as an initial guess for fitting the full model (Eq. (4)) on both interferometric and photometric data.

3.4 Fit with Relative Photometry

Nowadays, interferometric data come with spectral information, for instance when dispersed fringes mode is used. Simultaneous spectral information is an asset for many observed objects, but in this case, the photometry may not be calibrated and we can only rely on spectral features, like some particular lines for instance. We refer to this situation as relative photometry, since we can only compare flux between different spectral channels.

As a comparison with the previous case we will assume in this section that we have lost the calibration of the photometry in the previous data, only retaining the magnitude differences between J, H, K and L bands. We want to assess, in our particular case, how the previously fit is modified.

This case is simply achieved by adding a scaling factor $\gamma$ in the previous chromatic model (Eq. (3)):

$$I(\lambda, \theta) = \gamma I_0(\lambda, \theta).$$

With this model, $\chi^2$ on interferometric data is not sensitive to $\gamma$ which will be only determined by the average level of the flux in the photometric data, thus the temperatures will be only sensitive to the slope of the spectrum (see Fig. 5).

As in the previous case, fitting a uniform disk on the interferometric data alone gives an initial guess of 18 mas for the size of the object. Then, we consider again this disk as a blackbody and fit both its temperature $T_\star$ and the scaling factor $\gamma$. This fit yields a unique solution $\gamma = 0.25 \pm 0.02$, $T_\star = 2339 \pm 67$K, for a wide range of starting values, because the $\chi^2$ space has a single minimum as shown on Fig. 6. These two fits allow us to easily get an idea of the size and the temperature of the object. As in the previous case, the general fit is then started with the full model configured as a uniform disk with these found parameters: $R_\star = 18$ mas, $T_\star = T_\odot = 2339$K, $\gamma = 0.25$ and all optical depths set to zero.

The result shown in Table 1 is similar to the one obtained with absolute photometry, with only slightly larger standard deviations on the parameters.

4. CONCLUSION

We have described through a practical example the current capabilities of LITpro. The study of the fit on interferometric and photometric data on Rleo has pointed to the advantages of such a simultaneous fit of heterogeneous data. When such
data are not available, it appears essential that the SED becomes accessible within the OIFITS standard in order to allow fitting with relative photometry.

LITpro will continue to be improved. The current version of the Java GUI is still under development too. As both sides of the whole Model Fitting software are separated with a simple interface between them, development is conveniently done by two different groups of people within the Model Fitting team. The scientific group leverages its expertise in the field by working on the fitting-engine side (easily updatable on the server), while the technical group is in charge of all graphical interface developments. A first public release is foreseen by the end of 2008.

There are various directions of research we would like to go with LITpro. One of those is the search for global minimum of \( \chi^2 \) to solve the critical problem of multiple minima. Another priority is to associate model fitting with the image reconstruction. When the latter is possible, it indeed may be still necessary to rely on model fitting for getting measurements and error bars on a few specific parameters of the object: that is possible with model fitting but difficult to obtain from a reconstructed image. So, still for a while, model fitting and image reconstruction are complementary tools for processing interferometric data and both are in full development.
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